BASIC CONFIGURATIONS
Nominal Machine Width (cms)
+ 170, 190, 200, 220, 240, 260,cms
+ 280, 300, 320, 340, 360, 380 cms

Pick Density
+ Standard: 8-250 picks/inch
+ Variable Pick
+ Cramming synchronised with Jacquard

Shedding
+ Dobby upto 20 frames
+ Electronic Jacquard

Whatever your Twisting or Weaving needs be,
Weavetech has a solution.

ACER6300

Selvedge
+ Mechanical Selvedge (standard)
+ Electronic Selvedge & Leno (optional)
+ Mechanical Tuckers (optional)
+ Electronic ThermoCut Selvedge (option)

Gripper System
+ Guideless “Free Flight” on Felt
Warp Beam
+ Single / Double
+ Diameter: 800 / 1000 / 1200 mm
+ Top Beam: 800 / 1000 / 1200 mm

Warp Stop Motion
+ Electric Drop-Pin system with 6 or 8 rows

NOTES

Warp Let-Off & Take-Up
+ Electronic Let-off & Take-Up
+ Takeup dia max. 600mm
+ External Batching Motion

Weft Insertion
+ 4, 8, 12 colors
+ Mechanical Weft Cutter
+ Gripper Cleaning Blower

PRODUCT RANGE
Rapier Looms | TFO Twisters | Thread / Doubler TFO | Carpet Cablers
Industrial TFO | Dye Package Winders | Assembly Winders

Manufactured By:
WEAVETECH ENGINEERS LTD.
Plot A5/4, Road # 10, Gate # 2,
Sachin Hojiwala Industrial Estate,
Surat, GJ - 394230

For Sales & Service:
ALIDHRA WEAVETECH GROUP
eM: Sales@Weavetech.com
Wb: www.Weavetech.com
Ph: +91-261-3070707, 2278374

Fabric Production
(mtrs/day)

RPM x 36.575
Weft (picks/inch)

RPM x 14.4
Weft (picks/cm)

Fabric GSM
(gms/sq.mtr)

(ends/inch)
(Ne x 0.043)

+

(picks/inch)

(ends/cm) x Denier

(Ne x 0.043)

9000

+

ACE

(picks/cm) x Denier
9000

Ahmedabad:
1/2 Shree Krishna Center (Tower),
Nr. Mithakali Six Roads,
Navarangpura, Ahmedabad,
GJ - 380009
M: 098335 12703

Mumbai:
8 Vibgyor Towers,
G-Block C62,
Bandra Kurla Complex,
Mumbai, MH - 400098
M: 098792 00529

Noida:
105, D-16,
Sector-3,
Delhi-Noida - 201301
M: 098792 03034

Coimbatore:
1045, 3rd Floor, Regus Center
Srivari Srimath, Avinashi Road,
Coimbatore, TN - 641018
M: 095975 84555

Surat:
Plot 195, Rd 3-F,
New Estate,
Udyognagar Udhna,
Surat, GJ - 394210
M: 098792 03019

R&D Center:
Plot 606, Main Rd # 6,
Sachin GIDC Gate # 1,
Surat, GJ - 394230
E: info@weavetech.com

For Sales Inquiries:
Sales@Weavetech.com
www.weavetech.com
M: 098798 48091

R6300

ACER6300

Rapier Weaving Machine
(Manufactured under technology transfer)

The ACER6300 Rapier is based on world’s most
successful technology - The pioneer legend in the field
of weaving machines.
While other rapiers target speeds for few simple
fabrics, only ACER6300 are specifcally designed to
offer the ease of use & reliability to run a wide range of
yarns producing very high value added fabrics.
ACER6300 offers BEST VALUE investment for those
looking for European Quality at Indian Prices.

Advance Weft Transmission with
Low Acceleration

WHAT IT DELIVERS :

Energy-Saving design using the most advance Spherical
Linkage transmission gearbox ensures minimal load on
weft insertion by reducing pick-up acceleration &
reducing transfer-load, thus allowing delicate yarns to
operate at higher speeds, then traditional CAM gearboxes
offered by competitors.
+ Minimal Weft acceleration & minimal deflections
ensures higher speeds for delicate yarns.
+ Shortest transmission chain in industry provides high
rigidity & low vibrations.
+ Extremely quick-easy-precise reed width adjustment
due to design.

Machine Speeds upto 550 RPM & 1050 mts/min.
All Performance components from reputable brands.
Ideal cost vs. performance ratio fastest paybacks.
Ideal for maintenance-free running in Indian
Environment.
Premium features at minimal costs

Free-Flight Guideless Rapier System
ACER6300 incorporates the latest Guideless Rapier
System which eliminates any interference by hooks /
ribbon guides over the warp yarns.
Suitable for any & all yarns including filaments, spun,
blends & especially for fine deniers. With zero
interference in warp, delicate technical yarns like carbon
fiber & glass fibers can also be woven easily.
European Grippers & belts ensure optimum life while
ensuring highest productivity.

Benefits of Guideless:
+ No fabric marks or stains
+ Less wear-n-tear of tapes; less maintenance cost.
+ No disturbance of warp sheets, thus less breakages.

Versatility of Weft:
Special designed Grippers covers a wide range of yarns.
+ 5 dtex to 1200 dtex & 1 Nm to 200 Nm
+ Monofilaments upto 0.3mm
+ Special Grippers for Rayon, Bemberg, Jari, MultiPly.

HiTorq motor with Forced-Cooling Gearbox
HiTorq motor System has peak-transfer system to reduce Torque-Jerks to the main drive shaft. With high torsional
rigidty coupled with HiTorq motor, start/stop marks & related faults are eliminated.
+ Complete system is cooled by a motorized lubrication system.
+ Speed can be set without changing any mechanical components (Optional)
+ Optimum drive component selection ensures Zero-Slippage free working.
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Electronic LetOff & TakeUp with
Cramming & Variable-Pick Drive (optional)
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Electronic Motor Gearing with precision gearbox
are used to maintain constant LetOff tension
synchronised with electronic TakeUp drive system
effectively enabling setting which can be easily
programmed on the machine panel.
+ Cramming can be programme easily from
panel.
+ Consistent slippage-free Let-Off operation for
delicate yarns.
+ Enable use of wide variety of yarns from
delicate to industrial on the same machine
including carbon fibre & glass fibre.
+ Variable pick densities can also be achieved
in the same fabric in sync with ELO/ETU to
achieve different effects based on different
weft yarns.

Smart Loom Management System
A Touchscreen Controller for a complete Loom
Management Control with network capability allows
complete view of Loom performance & Status along with
historical data of productivity & efficiency.
+ Setting of all parameters at single location with Saving
function.
+ Ability to recall all settings / recipe for specific fabrics.
+ Smart data analyses for specific yarn breakage
patterns for improvement.
+ Central collection of all data of all looms can be
arranged for analysis. (Opt)
+ Protection for settings is provided through password.
+ Error codes are displayed right on-screen to save
time.

Electronic Leno Selvedge Device (optional)
Fully electronic selvedge & leno binding system allows
maximum versatility & easy setups.
+ Independent setting of selvedge crossing
+ Setting of basic shedding patterns
+ All settings can be done while the machine is
running from the main machine terminal.
+ Eliminates high wear-n-tear parts & thus reducing
maintenance time & cost.

